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BROUGHT TO YOU BY:
Ten Tone Productions
DIRECTED & WRITTEN BY:
George Scandalis
PRODUCTION MANAGER:
Elisseos Kirillou
STARRING
Christine Lewis as Eleni
Giannis Koukouvlis as Dimitri
George Scandalis as Assad
Stella Mastrogiannakou as Despina

Η ΕΠΙΛΟΓΗ

SPECIAL GUEST STAR
Nancy Athan-Mylonas as Ka. Frosso
LIGHTING DESIGN
Chris Humphrey
LIGHTING
Elisseos Kirillou
AUDIO
Christos Mallatsi
SET CONSTRUCTION
Giannis Koukouvlis
STAGE CREW
Georgina Hadjiyianni
Anastasia Botou
Christos Mallatsi
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SHOW PROGRAM DESIGN:
GRAFIXBYM ~ Stamatina Terzis

Dedicated to my Mother

Zoe Scandalis

Sep. 7th, 1938 ~ Sep. 13th, 2016
“May the stage be my escape
from a world without you.”
~ O Γιώργος σου
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Η ΕΠΙΛΟΓΗ

SHOW OUTLINE
Opening Sequence– Ο Εφιάλτης – A Mother’s Nightmare

ACT 1
Scene 1 – Η Συνήθεια - Daily Routine
Scene 2 – Το Παραμύθι – Fairy Tales
Scene 3 – Ασάντ - Assad
Scene 4 – Η Διαφωνία – Another Disagreement
Scene 5 – Το Ξύπνημα – The Awakening

ACT 2
Scene 6 – Μήνας – A Month has Passed
Scene 7 – Tα Αστέρια – The Stars
Scene 8 – Ο Ξάδερφος – The Cousin
Scene 9 – Ο Τρόπος που Κοιτάς – That Look in your Eye
Scene 10 – Θρύψαλα – A Μillion Pieces
Scene 11 – Το Φόρεμα – The Dress
Scene 12 – Παράκληση στ’αστέρια – A Plea to the Stars

ACT 3

Scene 13 – Ο Χρόνος και ο Καφές – Love. Pray. Coffee.
Scene 14 – Ευάλωτη Σιωπή – Silence Broken
Scene 15 – Η Επιλογή – The Chοice
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DIRECTOR’S NOTE
WOW....you’re reading this...which means I’m backstage preparing to entertain you with

my first theatrical show directed by me AND written by me. No pressure. It’s been a phenomenal journey and a dream come true. Last January I had a conversation with Elisseos that started
this all. I wanted to write a show about a love story.
What’s better than a forbidden love story? Elisseos pushed me towards this dream
and helped me make it a reality. I started writing and before I knew it in a couple of days I had
the first five scenes down. Then I was forced to take a break; classic writers block. Searching for
inspiration I found myself studying my friends and loved ones. The way they spoke. The way
they moved. I took a hard look through my past and other people’s stories and found a true
common denominator. Our need to be loved. Our need to be wanted.
My story all of a sudden took tremendous flight and 12 days later the script was done. I remember closing my laptop and refusing to read it from start to finish. I needed the first read to
be by a close friend and advisor that would edit the Greek to make sure it wasn’t a grammatical
mess. Barbara Papadopoulou was the first to read and edit my script. She called me immediately and raved about it. Then Elisseos read it. Finally it was my turn... When I sat and finally
read it from start to finish I knew that I had written something deeper than just a forbidden
love story. There was so much more going on here. I too was impressed by the depth I had
given to each life represented by each character. I had created an entire world with deep elements of family and emotions we can all relate too. This no longer was about Eleni, Dimitri and
Assad. It was how a single person can better or worsen our entire circle or network of people
just with their presence. Furthermore it was about all of us. All of you here tonight. Our world
today. We move so quickly today. We subconciously judge each other without realising it. We
don’t take the time to mend something broken, rather we toss it and move forward, because
we’ve all been taught to keep going and something better is around the corner. I can tell you it
ain’t so. Our media might imprint this life on us, but we as a society need to do better.
We need to stop ignoring or turning a blind eye to the world we live in. Creating our last trailer
«A Mother’s Nightmare», the scenes of war, suffering and death I encountered in what is going
in Syria was frightening and heart breaking. I’ve heard so many people say horrible things
about these human lives that bleed the same as all, fleeing to other countries for a chance
at life. I was sitting editing a video in the comfort of my living room, grieving the passing of
my mother and children were washing up on shore dead. Those poor parents. Those poor
children.
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How do we go on with our lives? Our privilege is so great, we must not ever take it for granted. We need to nurture each other and love more. Love unconditionally. Forgive. Find our
humanity. In the midst of my production I lost my mother rather unexpectadly. I remember
meeting with my cast and having a hard cold talk that no matter what would happen when
we first heard she was ill, that the show must go on. I’m not gonna lie or hide behind the
smile I’ve held for the last couple of months as a defence mechanism. My heart is in a million
pieces.
My mother was my everything. She beholds the values I speak of. She loved me truly
unconditionally. She was my best friend. In some aspects over the last few years she was
also my child. The void she’s left is imeasurable. Losing my father was and still is hard.
Losing my mother is exponentially harder. Losing your creators on an existential level is
still beyond me. My mother read half the script and wanted to see the show to learn the
ending. So I know she’s here tonight. My mother’s only ΕΠΙΛOΓH was her children. Above
all and always.
My cast...i love you all. Christine you’re an amazing actress, far superior to anyone I know.
This would not be possible without your depth and the magical truth you deliver to the stage.
Gianni what a hero you are in my eyes. First time acting. First time on stage. A professional
from day one. You’ve surpassed every expectation, including your own. You built my set! I’m
still in awe of it. I’m so proud to call you my friend. Stella the sun must be jealous of the light
you bring. Thank you for being a part of this. Niko Markaki I wish you were here to bring your
fresh energy to the stage and all your talent. I understand. .
Nancy. My Nancy. It’s a phenomenal thing when the student can be the teacher. Thank you
for everything you’ve ever instilled in me. For paving my path to the stage. For believing in
me. For being grand enough to play this part, for allowing me to direct you and for allowing
us to share your return to the stage after 25 years. Thank you to all of you is simply not
enough.
Matina Terzis thank you for your patience. You’re incredibly talented in graphic design and
you elevate the value of this entire production. Sophia Anassis, you were the greatest surprise. I’m so in love with the website www.tentoneproductions.com. You both delivered
beyond expectation my visions. To my friends and family that have helped in every way
possible. I love you.
I want to send a tremendous THANK YOU to the businesses and people of our community.
These sponsors and advertisers that have taken their hard earned dollars to allow me to
bring you Greek entertainment. It’s imperative for all to understand that without these people none of this is possible. I ask you to take note of all the advertisements in the program to
follow and give respect to them and give them your business because they truly care about
giving back.
Elisseos you’re the dream that came true to make my dream come true. Without you I would
have never thought this possible. I’m forever grateful. I hope together as Ten Tone Productions we never stop dreaming.
Lastly to the audience here tonight. I thank you with all my being for your support. That support is the fuel to those dreams. Remember not to judge any of my characters tonight. They
are a reflection of all of us. We all want love. We all want to be important. We make choices.
Some right. Some wrong. In the end your character is what gives those choices, balance.

Enjoy the show.
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~ George Scandalis

LETTER FROM THE
PRODUCTION MANAGER
George and I created Ten Tone Productions out of a need to deliver the
project H Epilogh in a fresh and innovative way unseen by Greek theatre in
Toronto today. In fact as we progressed we realized our marketing strategy
was unique to anything we personally had seen in the theatre realm. We
treated our theatrical show as film. We created thematic trailers to engage
our audience from months ahead to get them excited and in tune with our
end goal, which is tonight. Having creative freedom sounds lovely but it’s
a learning process with what works and doesn’t work. Excitement was the
best attribute we could have, to bring tonight to fruition. We never lost our
vision even when time’s got difficult during production.
Our goal is to introduce new diverse works of art such as Η ΕΠΙΛΟΓΗ. With
this as our first “baby” we wanted to provide a rebirth of Greek theatre
aiming at closing the gap between the older and younger Hellenic generations and bridging together a much anticipated expression that will emerge
us into the passion that our Hellenic culture continues to master and transform. Our goal is to find success with our first theatrical production and
continue to expand our capabilities beyond the stage. We intend to bring
unique artistry through theatre, music, drama and visuals.
We thank you and hope to continue to deliver high caliber entertainment
in all forms. Trust, that this is only the beginning.

Enjoy the show.

~ Elisseos Kirillou
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CHRISTINE LEWIS

My love for theatre is endless. The stage is my freedom...
I have had the priviledge to be on stage for the last 25 years, however never
have I faced such a challenging role. I am honoured to play Eleni. Eleni is a
daughter, a care-giver, a best friend and a wife. Some of you tonight may judge
her harshly and some will relate to her. Nonetheless Eleni is real. She is sad,
angry, hurt, lonely and a prisoner to her routine life. A foreigner will bring
foreign emotions such as happiness and love. What will she choose? Will her
choice be forgiven? What lesson does life have in store for her? We mustn’t
forget that her heart is in the right place.
This project is very dear to me. A little over a year ago I found myself in Greece
on a boat with endless refugees. Frightened, hungry, misunderstood and remarkably looked down upon by others. What I saw, was heartache and eyes
full of hope.
I met George Scandalis while we were young teenagers in a theatre group.
I am so proud and honoured not only to share the stage with him (again), or to
play Eleni, but beyond proud of this show and his imagination. Congratulations
to everyone involved.

Angels are watching over you and I am
applauding with them!
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GIANNIS KOUKOUVLIS

This has been a dream of mine I never thought to be a possible reality. When
George first asked me to play the part, I didn’t think he was being serious.
This is my first time on stage and to be a part of something so big. I’ve seen
the show develop from Day 1 to completion and I hope everyone can appreciate the hard work put in by all of the production team, the cast, our
supporting families, and most importantly George.
George thank you for this incredible opportunity. Playing Dimitri was a difficult task because of the depth and real emotions George wrote into his character. It’s not often at this age and at this stage of life we get to try new things.
		

I’m forever grateful.

STELLA MASTROGIANNAKOU

Theatre has been a huge part of my life and my biggest passion for many
years. I have been a part of many theatre productions for the past 6 years.
I am thrilled to play a part in George’s first production “H Eπιλογή”.
Playing Despina has been an amazing experience.
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Thank you.

SPECIAL
GUEST STAR

Nancy Athan-Mylonas

A child of the Diaspora, Nancy was always aware of
a need to discover the meaning of being Greek but
more so to, in fact immerse herself in her Greek
heritage. Her first words were in the Greek mother
tongue, so it followed as she began to crawl, walk
and run that her path would lead her to her Greek
roots. Studying later in Greece on scholarships to
research the various regions, she was completely
overtaken by the sense of freedom of movement
and the extreme emotions that come from folk
dancing, inspiring her to expand this into a study
of performing arts and developing in the process,
her signature choreography and direction in Greek
Drama and Dance Theatre.
A performer and actor on stage, film and television
while in Australia, Nancy also directed and ran her
own school and Greek Folklore Centre. In 1990,
she arrived in Toronto and brought with her a
myriad of priceless authentic traditional and theatrical costumes, regional artifacts and treasures, a
library of plays, research books and music that she
has continued to curate and expand and the circle
brings her back to now running her own school
once more when one would think she would
be ready to retire. As the artistic director of the
Greek Community of Toronto for 23 years, Nancy
created a dynamic group of performers, Theatre
Nefeli, garnering national and international acclaim, winning countless prestigious awards and

most importantly for her, the genuine love and
admiration of the audiences. It is no wonder that
she can’t seem to stop … her need to inspire and
pass on this Hellenic Spirit to future talented performers is stronger than it ever was in her youth.
She is now elated to see one of her former
students and star performers venture into his
own creative realm. Kindred spirits, George
performed, choreographed, assisted in directing and indeed inspired the group carrying on
and helping lead classes, rehearsals and group
morale. Nancy felt confident that one day in the
future she would be handing off the reigns to
this brilliant young man … Life took George in
a different direction for some time but the never
ending circle that binds them brought them back
to where it makes sense.
So now that George is testing the waters of his
creativity, how could Nancy not dive in with him
and experience this defining moment with her
pupil, dear friend and artistic counterpart? Nancy finds herself once more on the stage, as an
actor, exploring her own talent and pushing her
own skills as she brings her character to life.
This is a day that she has dreamed of for so very
long and the reality is more splendid than any
dream could ever be.
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WE LOOK FORWARD TO CREATING WITH YOU

GRAFIXBYM | 416.894.7560 | stamatinaterzis@gmail.com
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We would like to
acknowledge our
gratitude towards
the following people:
Thomas Zorbas ~ Zorbas Automotive
Matina Terzis~ GRAFIXBYM
Sophia Anassis ~ Web Your Mind
Domenique Terzis
Greg Zafiris
Dora Konomi and Agape Greek Radio
Mr. Kourtessis and Elena Thliverou ~ Hellas News
Christos Mallatsi
Sarah Elbaramawi
Demetra Roula Maragos ~ GreekEvents.ca
Chris Christofi ~ Signature Productions
Andri Hadjichristodoulou
Christos Athanasopoulos
Maria Malefitsaki
Barbara Papadopoulou
John Passacquale
Costantino Alexandro Lianos
Mary Achlioptas ~ PA Law Firm
Canada Auto Parks - Andy Papadakos
George Christopoulos ~ Apollon Pharmacy
JIm Pappas ~ Danforth Jewellers
Julia Ananeva ~ Lips Boutique by J.K.A
Tia Labiris ~ Real Estate Represantative Sutton Group
Vaggelis Velonis ~ Alexandros Take Out
Dimitris Logothetis ~ El Greco
Efstratia Athanasakos ~ Asteria Souvlaki Place
Louie Voudouris ~ Logo Bar
Loukas Pappas & Alex Trahiotis ~ Leonidas
Sophie Takas ~ Serano Bakery
George Keroglidis
Giannis Kolliakos
Patty Agrapidis ~ Arhontiko Painting Co.
Helen Scandalis
Angus Barlow ~ Alumnae Theatre
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Work with us!
45 LOWER JARVIS, TORONTO ON, M5E 1R8 • 416.362.9900
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830 Pape Ave., Toronto • (416) 462-2735 • www.seranobakery.com

We offer the largest selection of Greek Pastries, Breads
& Custom Cakes.
We also have a large Greek Food Market where you will find everything from imported
Greek cheeses, authentic Greek yogurt, coffee, olive oil, mountain tea, canned goods like
Dolmades and even frozen calamari straight from the Mediterranean Sea!

We have everything you need to complement a healthy
Mediterranean diet.
We also have a Wholesale service that caters to other establishments such as restaurants,
coffee shops, banquet halls and even other bakeries! Our staff is ready to serve you for
any occasion you may have, no matter the size or budget. Every detail from the ingredients used in our products right down to the box that you take your delicious desserts
home in was carefully thought out to give you the same experience as if you were in a
bakery in Greece.

We invite you to visit our Blog for some great recipes!
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www.seranobakery.com
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 Specializing in Personal Injury caused by:
o Motor Vehicle Accidents
o Bike and Pedestrian Accidents
o Slip and Fall Accidents
o Disability Claims
o Animal Attack/Bites
o Fatal Accidents
Contact Maria @ 416-835-1986
4022 Sheppard Avenue E
Toronto Ontario M1S 1S6
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